Summer 2019 Registration Deadlines for Graduate Students

Normal registration schedule

Registration and Drop

Session Term Dates

Last day to submit special petitions for Summer 2019

Petition Graduate Affairs to late add

Petition Graduate Affairs to late drop

Petition Graduate Affairs to add 3 unit Curricular Practical Training (CPT) course

Petition Graduate Affairs to add 2 unit Curricular Practical Training (CPT) course

Petition Graduate Affairs to add 1 unit Curricular Practical Training (CPT) course

Summer 2019 Graduation

Apply for Summer 2019 graduation

Last day to apply for Summer 2019 graduation

Thesis submission deadline (strict 3:45PM deadline)

First day for completion of Incomplete and RP grade removal

Thesis publication deadline (strict 3:45PM deadline)

１Students may petition for schedule adjustments if there has been an administrative error, or if serious, compelling and unexpected circumstances occur after the add/drop deadline.

２Petitions to add 799A or 799B will be accepted June 21 – June 28 only if there is a high probability of thesis approval and publication by the August 2019 deadline. (For August 2019 graduation, the “thesis submission” deadline is June 28.) See the Graduation Deadline flyer for more details.

Time to Graduate

All graduation requirements must be completed within 6 consecutive calendar years (not academic years) after initial registration for a graduate program with < 36 units, and within 7 consecutive calendar years for a program with ≥ 36 units. This includes time spent on Leave of Absence (but not time spent in compulsory service). Plan A students must submit their thesis to Montezuma Publishing by the end of the 6th calendar year (for programs with < 36 units) or the end of the 7th calendar year (for programs with ≥ 36 units).